
THE MOST COMMON ZOOM PROBLEMS AND HOW TO FIX THEM

Double check your typing the password

from lowercase to uppercase. Then

visibly check your password in a word

document or notepad. Then go back to

zoom and re-type your password.

SOLUTION 1: 

SOLUTION 2: 

Double check your typing the password

from lowercase to uppercase. Then

visibly check your password in a word

document or notepad. Then go back to

zoom and re-type your password.

SOLUTION 3: 

If you have a valid AGE ELIGABLE account from zoom, then you can use this

solution. From the upper right corner find and click the settings with a gear

symbol, under your profile picture. It will open another window, then on the left

side column with options such as General/Video/Audio and so on... Find and

click the Zoom Apps, then click the button CLEAR to clear all local app data &

cookies from this device. Then test your login to zoom meeting again. 



THE MOST COMMON ZOOM PROBLEMS AND HOW TO FIX THEM

If you have a valid AGE ELIGABLE

account from zoom, then you can use

this solution. Check your zoom updates.

To check for updates, click your profile

picture then find and click check for

update. Then wait and accept the

updates. Then test your login to zoom

meeting again.

SOLUTION 4: 

SOLUTION 5: 

Reinstall your zoom application: Uninstall your zoom application first then go to

zoom website and download the latest version of zoom https://zoom.us/download.  

Then test your login to zoom meeting again.

FOR SMARTPHONE, TABLET ANDROID USERS:

1.Go to device settings>find your app or manage apps>then find zoom

application>find storage>tap clear cache>Then test your login to zoom meeting

again.

2.If still does not work, then reinstall you zoom application.

FOR IPAD USERS:

1. From your home screen>scroll and find settings>scroll and find safari>scroll

and find Advanced>Tap on Website Data> While loading tap on search bar and

type zoom>When you see zoom, put your finger on and swipe to the left. Then

test your login to zoom meeting again.

2.If still does not work, then reinstall you zoom application.

Note: These steps are temporary solutions that could help you login to zoom meetings,

whenever you encounter troubles like on passcode box error "That passcode was incorrect.

Please try again.". We total have no full control over your zoom application across all of your

devices and we cannot guarantee that this problem won't happen anymore. Is there anything

we could help or any comments on our current VLE system on zoom please let us know. Thank

you.


